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PROSPEC ENDS YEAR INTRODUCING PRODUCTS, TECHNOLOGIES 
 
 

Prospec Electronics, leader in high-performance outdoor audio, is 

introducing several new items to the marine industry. The products will 

change how boaters listen to music. 

Once a boat buyer has heard audio through Digital Signal Processing 

(DSP), they likely won't settle for less. It optimizes each audio setup for a 

specific boat model, taking into account the tuning of each channel with 

respect to spatial and time alignment. In essence, it creates a home theater 

experience on board, maximizing volume, audio quality and a surround 

sound effect, but contained within the immediate area. Neighboring vessels 

hear only a normal, low-volume stereo. 

Once Prospec has measured and calibrated the system for a specific 

model, OEMs simply order a DSP system and install. No additional audio 

adjustments are required. 

This amplifier technology was the talk of the show at Prospec's booth 

at IBEX. It showcases the engineering capabilities of Prospec and Harman, 

and was designed as a preview of things to come. For those wondering what 

the next step is beyond Bluetooth, it 's DSP. 

The Infinity by Harman INFPRV315 is a weather-resistant, AM/FM in-

dash, stereo receiver that's mechless—it has no moving parts. It has a 3.5" 

color TFT screen and boasts a rotary encoder, making it easier to adjust 
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the volume and other settings while underway or in a bumpy sea. With 50W 

x 4 of power and three pairs of pre-outs, including separate subwoofer 

output, it produces clear, accurate sound. It features an input for USB 

drives and phone charging, Bluetooth audio streaming with ID tagging, and 

an auxiliary input. It can be installed from the front or rear, is wired and 

ready for a wireless remote. Its black chrome trim matches any modern 

boat décor. It will be available in December. 

Immediately available are Prospec's two stereo receivers with 

NMEA2000 (N2K) protocol, the INFMBB400 and INFPRV450. Once 

connected with the N2K software, the device can be controlled through a 

GPS, chartplotter, fishfinder or other N2K networked electronics. Not only 

is this a popular feature among consumers, but it makes installing a 

quality audio system faster and easier for boatbuilders and end consumers. 

The Infinity by Harman INFPRV315 retails for $299.95, the INF-

MBB400 Black Box, $499.99 and the INFPRV450, $379.95. 

For 30 years, Prospec Electronics has led the field of marine audio 

innovation, advancing products and technology that transform how people 

listen to audio while on the water. It manufactures and distributes a broad 

range of receivers, amplifiers, speakers, remotes and complete stereo 

packages. 

Contact Prospec Electronics, 3325 S Morgans Point Rd., Mt. Pleasant, 

SC  29466. www.prospecelectronics.com. 


